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Beresan District
INCLUDES:
(Those in bold are first villages.)

Alexanderfeld, Alexandrovka, 
Annenthal, Annovka, 
Antonowka, Bagdanovka, 
Benderhof, Biswanje, Christina,
Christofovka, Domaneveka, 
Dvorjanka, Eigengut, Felsenburg, 
Friedensdorf, Friedrichstal, 
Gardegai, Gotta, Gradenfeld, Grise, 
Guldendorf,  Halbstadt, Heck,
Hoffmannstal, Hoffnung,
Hoffnungsburg, Johannestal,
Kantakusenka, Kapitanovka,
Karlevka, Karlsruhe,
Katharinental , Kavkas,
Klein Karlsruhe, Klundovo,
Kratovka, Landau, Lerisk,
Lichtenfeld, Lubo-Alexandrovka,
Manov, Marienfeld, Marlanavka,
Michaelowka, Munchen,
Navaselevka, Neu Karlsruhe,
Neu Lustforf, Neu Munchen,
Neu Rohrbach, Neu Speyer, Neu
Worms, Neusatz, Novo-Amerika,
Novonikolajevka, Olgino,
Otschakov, Petrowka, Pokrovskaja,
Rastadt, Rohrbach, Rosenthal,
Savidovka, Schlosser, Schmatz,
Schonfeld, Sebastiansfeld, 
Selingera, Skarupka, Sjepucha,
Speir/Speyer, StadnaJa-Bulka,
Steinberg, Steingut, Stuttgart, 
Sulz, Swenigorodka, Vossessensk,
Waterloo, Weidenberg, Wilhelma-
thal,Wolksov, Worms, Wowtsche.

(this list is not yet all inclusive -- if
you have additions, please provide 
to the Lead Editor)

Many of these identified chutors
and villages need much research.  
If you have any background in-
formation on them, please share
with us.       
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Through the German Colonies of the Beresan District
By Hermann Bachmann

Translated by Roland Wagner

(Ed. note:  See translator's introductory comments on page 6)

(Summer of 1927)

Rastatt

With slices of watermelon ["Arbusenschnitz"] in our right hands and cobs of corn
["Welschkornkolben"] sprinkled with course salt in our left, our heads bobbing rhythmically from one
to the other - this is how the professor and I ate our first rustic breakfast, sitting on the steps of the train
station in Wesselinowo.  We bought the watermelon from
a Russian farmer and the cooked corn from a German
woman for a few kopecks.  Both tasted very good.  The
hearty corn took the place of meat, and the juicy water-
melon was our dessert.  We shot seeds from our mouths in
all directions, like machine-gun bullets.  [Trans. note: The
Ukrainians and the German colonists typically had melon
gardens, known as "Bashtan," in which they raised water-
melons, pumpkins, gourds, onions, radishes, tomatoes,
and the universally popular sunflowers.  Watermelons
were a favorite treat, and people took them along as a sort
of canteen on long journeys.  For a detailed discussion,
see J. Kohl, "The Bashtan:  Pride of the Steppe," written in
1838, published in Heritage Review, Dec. 1977.]

We had scarcely finished our meal when the driver showed up.  Our baggage was loaded and with the
clumsy dexterity of city-slickers we swung up onto the seat of the Molscherwagen and rode to the
colony of Rastatt [Trans. note: The German colonists had introduced a sturdy iron-axled wagon called
the "Molotschna" wagon or the "Hungarian" wagon, for which they were renowned in Russia.] While
crossing over the stream in front of the village, which marks the boundary between Rastatt and the ad-
joining daughter colony, we could easily have had an accident.  A wagon before us had cleverly rolled
one of its wheels into a hole that lay invisible under the water's  surface, and now they had to learn the
same clever lesson of how to get back out again.  This accident was lucky for us , otherwise our driver
could have driven easily into the hole.  With our way foreshown to us, we passed through                       
                                                                                (COLONIES - continued on page 4)

Iron Fence Around A Family Plot
In Cemetery at Worms

Photo taken by Gary Maier of San Jose,
California on June 28, 1996

Former German home with garden in a
Beresan village.  Photo taken by Judith
Doll, Fargo, ND June 15, 1996.
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(The addresses for most of the Editors and the
Village Coordinators can be found in the latest
issue of the GRHS Der Stammbaum.)
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Roland Wagner
1198 Brace Ave.
San Jose, CA 95125

Enclosed is a color photocopy of an old family photo.  It shows my great-
grandparents, Heinrich Landeis (born Nov. 25, 1864 probably in Karlsruhe, died
Nov. 2, 1938 in Ryegate, Montana) and Louise Meier (born Dec. 10, 1864, prob-

ably in Karlsruhe, died Feb. 16,
1938 in Ryegate, Montana).  Hein-
rich and Louise Landeis emigrated
in 1889 from the daughter colony,
Neu-Karlsruhe, along with my
grandfather and two other children,
and Louise's brother, Friedrich Mei-
er, and his family.  They home-
steaded just outside Richardton,
N.D. until about 1907, moved into
Dickinson for awhile, then home-
steaded west of Bowman, N. D.,
and finally purchased land near
Ryegate, Montana, where they re-
mained until their death.  The Lan-
deis family was close to the Schaff
family, especially Victor Schaff,
whom they followed to Montana.
The photo shows them in front of
their sod house (probably near Ri-

chardton, although it may be on their second claim west of Bowman , N.D.).
Note that Heinrich is holding a long-stemmed ceramic pipe, brought with him
from Russia.

xxxxxxxxx

Ron Neuman
Edmonton, Alberta

Some subscribers might be interested to know that the Canadian province of Brit-
ish Colombia has made the entire death index for the years 1872 to 1976 avail-
able on the internet at:

http://www2.bcarchives.gov.bc.ca/cgi-bin/www2vsd

The search can be done by specific spellings of surnames or by searching for
variations of the spelling.  I was delighted with the results, as I found information
on a distant Henkelmann relative that the entire family had lost track of.

At the time of the writing of the article where I found this information (Edmonton
Journal in February of this year), British Colombia is the only Canadian province
that provides this service.
                                                                     (LETTERS - continued on page 3)

--------------

"One faces the future with one's past."    Pearl Buck
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(LETTERS - continued from page 2)

Geoff Zerr
Saskatchewan

If anyone is interested in obtaining homestead records for the
province of Saskatchewan, I had great success in obtaining the file
for my great-grandfather who established his homestead in Sask.
in 1905.  They were able to provide me with copies of the file
within 2 weeks of my request for a flat photocopying fee of $5.00
(CAD).  Records are filed alphabetically.  The address is:

Brock Silversides
Collections Archivist
Saskatchewan Archives Board
University of Saskatchewan
3 Campus Drive
Saskatoon, Canada   S7N 5A4
(Fax: 306-933-7305)

xxxxxxxxx

Carol L. Niederquell
Saginaw, Michigan

Re: Age Conversion Chart

Try  this 8870 Formula:  Use this method to ascertain a birth date
when checking tombstones or death record dates.  If the date
shows that a person died on May 6, 1880 and was 71 years, 7
months, and 9 days old but no date of birth is listed,  one has only
to use the 8870 Formula to quickly get the date of birth rather than
taking the time to count backwards.

                             18890506      (died 1880 May 6)
      Subtract -            710709      (71y  7m  9 days)
                            18179797
      Subtract -               8870       (constant)
      Answer          18170927        (born 1817 September 27)
     

xxxxxxxxx

Dale Lee Wahl
Bremerton  WA

I was wondering what percentage of the (just the German Russian
villages) Cherson Region that the Beresan District represented
land wise.

So went to Keller Volume I and pulled out the following numbers
with the idea that Gueldendorf is embraced as part of the BDO in
both the newsletter and the listserver, the percentage shows that
the BDO was the largest as far as land went in 1859.  As far as
people are concerned, we would have to do a similar number
crunching.

The percentage I calculate here is about 42% of these German vil-
lage groups was of the Beresan District.

Amount of Land in 1859

ODESSA REGION With
Gueldendorf

Without
Gueldendorf

LIEBENTHAL DIST.

Grossliebental 1804 8828

Guldendorf 1829 5335

Kleinliebental 1804 4204

Freudental 1806 3829

Josephstal 1804 3458

Alexanderhilf 1805 3043

Peterstal 1805 2994

Maraienthal 1805 2945

Neuburg 1805 2945

Franzfeld 1805 2110

Lustdorf 1804 1109

LIEBENTHAL TOTALS 40800 35465

KUTSCHURGAN DIST.

Kandel 1808 5966

Selz 1808 5933

Baden 1808 3561

Elsass 1809 3561

Mannheim 1809 3561

Strassburg 1808 3561

KUTSCHURGAN TOTALS 10850 26143

BERESAN DIST.

Helenental 1838 1704

Johannesthal 1817 4149

Karlsruhe 1809 5390

Katherinental 1817 5564

Landau 1809 8896

Neu Freudental 1828 2655

Rohrbach 1809 8333

Speier 1809 7898

Sulz 1809 4428

Waterloo 1833 2675

Worms 1809 4946

Rastatt 1809 5428

Munchen 1809 2974

BERESAN TOTALS 66356 71691

TIRASPOL REGION 10892 26085

Separate colony Hoffnungstal 1817 4457

CHERSON REGION 1843 3886

ELISABETHGRAD REGION 1787 1635

GRAND TOTAL 134345 169362

BERESAN PERCENTAGE 42.3%

(LETTERS - continued on page 10)
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 (COLONIES - continued from page 1)

the stream without stopping.  Scarcely a couple splashes of dirty
water sprayed around our ears, at which we ducked down as if
they were enemy bullets.  At a rapid trot, we drove through the
main street of the colony.

After having arrived in this manner, it is now my duty to describe
the layout and appearance of the colony.  I certainly don't feel that
I have any high artistic ability for conjuring up a clear portrait of
the landscape in the mind of the reader.  Yes, I must admit that
whenever I read something, I am never able to conjure up the
imagery that the poet alludes to.  Whenever I arrive for the first
time at some place that has been described, the reality does not
match what I imagined.  Not even the photographic plate is able
to depict it.  They distort, exaggerate, and gloss over important
and unique details.  With that, I will dispense with the lesson and
describe for the reader a portrait of Rastatt, and I will also elabo-
rate on the people with whom I came into contact.

We intended to stay with a teacher and we had to find out first of
all where such a person lived.   A tall, dark-brown haired young
man gave us information on this.

"Over there on the other side there's one sitting on the courtyard
bench" ["Dart triwe uf sellere Sait hockt änner uf'm Hofbänkl"],
he said and pointed with his chin obliquely across the street.

There, sitting on a wooden bench in front of the courtyard wall,
was a capable looking man in his fifties, in gray clothing and
high-topped boots, which gave him more the appearance of a
farmer than of a teacher.  It was confirmed when he spoke, al-
though his speech was also strongly colored by dialect, that we
really were in the presence of the person whom we were seeking.
We were invited in a friendly manner to stay in the house.

After a few minutes we were sitting in the front-room and con-
versing with our host ["Wirt"] about the purpose of our journey.

"I am a professor of the German language," said my traveling
companion, "and I am studying the dialects of the German colo-
nists.  My colleague, Mr. Bachmann, is escorting me:  he is a
teacher and also a musician.  We are collecting German folk-
songs, and my companion is transcribing the notes.  We hope that
you will help us by showing us how we can best and most quickly
achieve our purpose here."

"Oh, concerning the songs, I can certainly recommend someone
who knows all those that are sung here," said our host.  "He is our
sexton [Küster].  I will send for him right away.

The professor and I glanced at each other doubtfully, since we
thought that our host had not understood us correctly about the
types of songs we meant, but we let him have his way.

After 15 minutes the sexton appeared, a man about 45 years old,
with a blond, clipped mustache, wearing glasses.  At first he won-
dered why we were collecting folk-songs in the colonies, since

there were many such songs published in books.  When we ex-
plained to him that we were seeking those that hadn't been pub-
lished, his curiosity grew even more.  There was even a little pull
of disdain discernible on his face concerning such things.  "There
are certainly alley-songs that the boys sing in the streets, or better
said, blubber in the streets.  None of that is proper song.  They are
so twisted and botched up that it makes a person sick to hear
them.  Such things have no value!"

We explained to him that we sought even these types of songs.
When we questioned him further concerning the old traditional
customs and practices at weddings and other celebrations, our
singer ["Kantor"] gradually began to see a little light and he un-
derstood us, although he still had a touch of disdain for such
things.  He promised us that he would bring the best singer to the
house that evening.

We awaited the evening in suspense.  We were curious about how
big the treasury of songs of the Rastatt singers might be and what
would be worthwhile for our purposes.

We were there at the agreed upon time.  The singing club was al-
ready assembled.  There were two or three older boys and six or
seven young men.  We greeted each one with a handshake and en-
gaged in pleasant conversation about singing and music.  But
whenever it should have led to singing, they all lacked the
courage.

"Oh, we can't do it," said one ["Jo, mir kennen jo nix"].  --
"Something will come out if we just let loose" ["Des wird ämol
ebbes gäwe, wenn mire da loslassen"].  "Now Philipp, just begin,
you are still a lead singer" ["Hannu, Philipp, fang ämolah, du
bisch doch ä Vorsinger"], said a more courageous young man.
"For God's sake, if only I were still unmarried like you!"
["Herrgott noch ämol, wenn ich noch leddich wäer wie due!"]
[Trans. note: the young, unmarried men were the ones who
roamed the village streets at night, serenading the girls].

"Besides, you don't sing as poorly as I do, and you are still not
very old," was the answer ["Dir steht's Singe ah nit schlechter,
wie mir, bischt noch nit so arich alt"].

The professor and I cheered up, but no one wanted to begin.  The
sexton sat at the piano, struck powerful chords, at first letting a
Liszt glide from the keys, then an emotional waltz flowed from
his fingers.  That brought results and generated the proper feeling.
As he then began the spirited "Tobacco Song," all fell in with
gusto.  One song after another resounded, each one more power-
ful and spirited than the other.  I reached for the notebook and
pencil with the intention of beginning my recording project, but I
didn't want to say anything to them about that.  In a hurry to write
everything down, I didn't want to risk interrupting them since they
were already singing furiously.  So I just let them proceed and I
was scarcely able to record the beginnings of the songs and the
names of lead singers, hoping to fill in the remaining details the
next day.  It was already late in the night when we
                                           (COLONIES - continued on page 5)
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(COLONIES - continued from page 4)

all left.  The professor and I were surprised by the quantity of the
songs that we discovered.

The next morning the professor went to the neighboring colony,
München, to pursue some further language research, and I went to
see one of the lead singers.  He invited me into his sparsely fur-
nished little room, picked up an accordion, sat down on a chair,
crossed his legs, placed one side of the instrument on his knee,
and played an introductory piece.  Whenever he pulled the accor-
dion apart it shrieked like a duck that was being throttled, and
when he pushed it together the bellows whimpered as if it were a
living creature pleading for grace and pardon.  After this tragical-
ly vigorous prelude, the singer struck a pose and began the song,  
"Who has lazy Gretel" ["Wer das faule Gretele hat"].  I had him
sing it to me once again, one sentence at a time, and brought
melody and words to paper.

While this was going on, another of the singers from yesterday en-
tered.  Now both of them went at it.  Repetitions of single portions
of songs soon tired my singer and he had to stop to rest.  During
this break the singers explained their experiences to me.  The
most interesting was the "song war" at Wosnessensk on the Bug.

A group of young people from Rastatt were in Wosnessensk after
they had completed the grain harvest.  They had gathered in one
of  the taverns and they were joined by a small group of farmers
from Katharinental.  The sound of glasses was accompanied by
folk-songs.  Someone placed a bet about who could sing more
songs.  After each song by the Katharinentalers, the Rastatters
came out with one or two of their own.  Finally one of the Katha-
rinentaler men slapped a coin ["Tscherwonez"] on the table as a
sign of defeat.

"Yes, no one else in the German villages can sing like the Rastat-
ters" ["Ja, so wie d'Rastatter singt niemand nich in die daitsche
Därfer"], said the second of my singers.  "You will not find so
many songs anywhere else as among us.  Oh, if I had the time, I
could sing until you had your fill" ["So viel Liedle wie bei uns,
finnener närchents nimmi.  Oh, wenn ich summe Zait het, ich dät
aich singe, bis'r genuk hettn"].

Most of the songs that were sung to me were old folk-songs that
originated in Germany, but they were significantly modified.
There were also some that originated in Rastatt.  The youths didn't
like to sing these songs outside the village because the lyrics re-
ferred to local  people and events.  The so-called "Rastatter
songs" describe ordinary people ["Leutchen"] who have marked
themselves by unflattering deeds. 

The following incident reveals how high the authority of the
church still stands in the Catholic colonies.

"I know another pretty song, but I can't say it" ["Mir kennen noch
äschehnes Liedl, awer dis kenne mer aich nit sache"], said my se-
cond lead-singer.  When I asked him to tell me the reason why, he
mentioned that I might read the lyrics aloud to the sexton and
these would offend him.  After my promise to not do this, he fi-
nally let forth.  The song dealt with a farmer who, after a long ab-
sence, returned to the city and went to church.  There he heard
and saw an orchestra composed of violins, bass viol, and an or-
gan.  The entire song is composed in comic tones.  The fiddle-
bows were made out of sticks ["Steckelich"] and the keys of the
organ were described as wooden pieces ["Helzle"].  The only part
involving the sexton is that his fingers groped around on the
wooden keys and played devilishly well that day.  And the singer
saw reason for insult even in that description.  Towards the end of
the song, the lyrics described how Pater [the parish priest] an-
nounced that he was wearing a shirt on his pants, but despite this
only he was allowed to preach the Sacred Word -- yet the singer
didn't seem to find insult in that.  This special care taken with the
sexton, more so than with the pastor, is due to the fact that the
sexton had continuous contact with the youths:  he led the choir in
church, often in the homes of farmers, and not infrequently his
own house was also a gathering place for musical and vocal per-
formances [Trans. note:  the sexton, or "Küster," traditionally had
great importance in German villages; he organized the choir, pre-
pared the church for services, rang the bells, and was a general
overseer of the premises]. 

In the afternoon of that same day I had to find another singer be-
cause the first ones were busy with the threshing machine.  After a
few hours of work the number of songs that had been gathered
was already up to twenty.

Shortly before evening, the professor showed up, loaded with
freshly recorded stories from München.  I took my camera and we
went for a walk through the village.

Rastatt lies lengthwise along the right bank of a stream and here
and there it spreads out rather widely.  Most of the houses have
thatched roofs, although you also see many clay tile and tin roofs.
These belong mainly to the well-off farmers.  The former wealthi-
est Kulaks ["Kulakennester"] have been annihilated
["vernichtet"].  Grim ruins raise themselves at those places.  You
see many such ruins where small mansions once stood, brimming
with wealth.  Now their former owners or their descendants are
dwelling in temporarily modified stables and in adjoining build-
ings.  There are 90 such ruins in Rastatt.
                                           (COLONIES - continued on page 6)

German Accordion

[Editor's note:  Bachmann probably encountered an instrument
similar to this one.  When squeezed together it emits a different
set of chords than when pulled apart.] 
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(COLONIES - continued from page 5)

A significant number of the houses that were burned down, ac-
cording to the testimony of the residents, belonged to people who
were total non-participants in the Civil War ["Burgerkrieg," i.e.
the Russian revolution].  According to the explanations of our
hosts, there were many serious battles that occurred in and around
Rastatt.  The residents were often not clear about whom they were
fighting against, whether it was against rival gangs of bandits or
regular army soldiers.  The people fought for their cherished pos-
sessions against every attack, until everything was reduced to
dust.  Then they abandoned the place and fled, leaving behind
only the women and children.

On the northwest side of the village there was a steep knoll, from
which one could overlook all of Rastatt and the environs.  I took a
snapshot from there, then returned to the streets in order to photo-
graph a typical old-style colonial house.  We soon found an exam-
ple.  It appeared exotic to us, with its gray reed roof and carved
wooden horse-heads projecting out from the gable peaks.  I set up
my camera with the intention of peacefully photographing the
houses along the street.  But soon there was much commotion
around us by a little band of curious boys and girls who were ob-
serving both of the "photographers" with open mouths and ele-
vated noses.  The adults were also standing about on the street,
although they had much work to do since the threshing machines
were still droning.  The professor expressed the opinion that we
should speak to the householders about the photographs in order
to avoid arousing unnecessary suspicions.  I helped clarify things
to them and then I went to the door and asked the lady of the
house if she had any objections to our taking photographs.

"I don't have any money" ["Jo, mer hän jo kee Geld"], she said
embarrassedly.  When I explained that I wasn't a photographer
who wanted to earn anything, and promised her that I would send
her a free snapshot as a souvenir, she gave a friendly smile and
said, "sure, sure, you can do it, take the snapshot" ["jo, jo, des
kennen er, nemmen's numme ab"].  Then she struck a solemn pose
in the middle of the courtyard, with the intention of coming out
with a good portrait.

We spent the evening with our host.  The professor had some men
come over to serve as linguistic informants.  A series of sentences
and words were recorded in phonetic script.  A friendly old man,
named Uncle Pius ["Vetter Pius"], explained much about old cus-
toms and practices and sang a few wedding songs [Trans. note: in
the Beresan dialects, "Vetter" was commonly used for "uncle"].

On the next morning we departed.  The return journey led us once
more across the Rastatt stream.  There, however, something hap-
pened:  a long row of heavily loaded wagons were parked there.
The first two drivers were stuck.  Loud cries, whip cracks,
whistles, and curses were audible from afar.  The horses made
"superhuman" efforts, but the wagons wouldn't budge.  The men
were also shoving on the wheels.  They exerted so much strength
that if it were transformed into electrical current, it would have
been enough to power all the Rastatter threshing machines and to
provide the village with light for a month.  One came to the con-

clusion that the Rastatters either didn't know what a bridge was, or
enjoyed making unintended stops each time at the stream.

---------
Introductory Comments by the Translator - Roland Wagner

Hermann Bachmann was born on Oct. 25, 1888 in Bergdorf, near Odes-
sa.  The Bachmann family originated in Rohrbach, in the Beresan dis-
trict.  Hermann attended the Reformed Volksschule in Worms, then in
1902 entered the Beresan Central School in Neu-Freudental.  In 1912 he
pursued graduate studies in German at St. Petersburg.  After completing
his studies, he worked for several years as a teacher in Grossliebental,
Nikolaipol, and Hoffnungstal.

Bachmann was passionately devoted to the promotion of the German lan-
guage in the colonies.  Over the course of his career he wrote 12 text-
books that were published in the Black Sea area, the Volga, and in
Engles, and widely used as far east as Omsk.  He is perhaps best remem-
bered for his life-long fascination with folk-song and dialect literature.
He acquired this special interest from his father, who was also a teacher,
and who had enjoyed playing music at home for his family.  Bachmann
was able to pursue study of this topic when he became involved in a re-
search project in the summer of 1927 with Victor Schirmunski, a profes-
sor of German Language and Literature at the University of Leningrad.
Together they toured the Beresan colonies, wandering from village to vil-
lage collecting songs and stories and recording them faithfully in the
original dialects.  Bachmann's account of his travels ["Durch die deuts-
chen Kolonien des Beresaner Gebietes"] first appeared in 1929 in the se-
ries known as the "German Farmer Library," published by the Zentral
Verlag der Völker der UdSSR, in Charkov.  It was republished in 1974
by the Landsmannschaft der Deutschen aus Russland in Stuttgart, edited
and with an introduction by Joseph Schnurr.  Bachmann also published a
collection of dialect tales from the Beresan, under the title of "Kolonisch-
tegschichtla," which was widely popular among the German colonies.
These lighthearted dialect tales gave an unvarnished, realistic portrait of
the colonists, which unfortunately was frowned upon by the Soviet au-
thorities.  In 1933 Bachmann was accused of "distorting the class-warfare
in the German colonies," for which he was sentenced to two years in a la-
bor camp.  After his release he was unable to work as a teacher, so he
took odd jobs as a librarian, a tutor, or as a choir-master.

In 1942 Bachmann, along with many other ethnic Germans in the Black
Sea region, was evacuated by the Wehrmacht to the Warthegau region in
Poland, where he worked for one year as a teacher.  After the war he was
able to remain in Germany, fortunately reunited with his family.  He
spent his remaining years in Wuppertal, eking out a meager living as a
translator until 1948, but after that date he was unemployed and had to
live in a welfare-residence ["Behelfsheim"].  Hermann Bachmann died
on march 14, 1951, at the age of 63.  His works enjoyed revived popular-
ity in the Soviet Union in the early 1970s, after the exoneration of the
Volkdeutsche by the Soviet Authorities.  Bachmann College in the So-
viet Union was named in honor of his memory.

Emma S. Haynes has also written a brief review of Bachmann's book in
the AHSGR Workpaper No. 17, April, 1975.

[Editor's note:  The next issue of the Beresan District Odessa
Newsletter will continue with Bachmann's travels to Waterloo.]
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[Editor's note:  Many thanks to Dale Lee Wahl who procured this
document for us as it has great historical value for our understand-
ing of the way our people were treated by the Welfare Commit-
tee.]  

Ministry of Internal Affairs
Odessa Office of Foreign Populations

First Department
No. 1344

March 28, 1824
Colony of Katarzhina

Regarding the newly constructed cemetery in
the colony of Gross Liebental

To the Oversight Committee of Colonists of South Russia

Lord Senior Member Von Lau of this Office has informed it that
while in the colony of Gross Liebental on business, the local au-
thorities reported that Mr. Böttiger, Superintendent of the
Evangelical Church had allowed the colonists of that colony to
abandon the old cemetery, as they desired, and to establish a new
one in the newly chosen place adjacent to the churchyard of the
church, which is already surrounded by a new [illegible] stone
wall, along one side, up to the plantation of the mulberry and fruit
trees.

Since the church is in the midst of the colony of Gross Liebental,
and therefore the newly established cemetery is contrary to the
law, because burials must take place not in the churchyard, but in
special cemeteries which are not close to the settlements or to ma-
jor roads.  The community notified the office of the circum-
stances, a preliminary inspection was made, as were requests for
permission by the higher authorities.  This lead the Lord Senior
member to forbid further activity and to propose that the commu-
nity hand over land for burials in the old cemetery.  So the Office
might make a better inspection, the Senior Member ordered the
Liebental local authorities to submit to the Office a plan for the
new churchyard and cemetery.

As a result of such a demand of the Lord Senior Member, the in-
spector of the Liebental district, provincial secretary von Levin re-
ports to this office that while he wrote to the district department to
prohibit burials in the new churchyard until permission had been
granted by the higher authorities.  In response to this order, the in-
spector was sent a paper from Superintendent Böttiger to the Lie-
bental District Department, according to church regulations, no

matter where the church is located in the settlement, the cemetery
can be at a distance of no more than a rifle shot.  The church in
Gross Liebental is located at an even farther distance from the
settlement.  With the permission of the superintendent, the new
churchyard was established closer.  Mr. Böttiger will accede to the
demands of the secular authorities if the location for the new
cemetery chosen by the Superintendent is inconvenient, but the in-
structions of the superintendent, in this case, are to make no im-
pediments until permission ensues from the higher spiritual
authorities.  The new churchyard, which has already been conse-
crated, therefore, musts remain active because bodies must be bu-
ried there.

The Office, on its part, finds that the place chosen upon orders of
Superintendent Böttiger is close to the colony itself and is there-
fore wholly unsuitable and completely contrary to the law.  In his
paper to the Liebental district department, Mr. Böttiger cites the
church position on establishment of a cemetery, and states that the
newly established one is surrounded with a stone wall, planted
with trees and consecrated according to the rites of the Evangeli-
cal confession.  It will cause not a little hardship if the demand of
the Office to destroy this [new] cemetery is enforced without the
proper spiritual authority, upon which Superintendent Böttiger is
dependent.

It is therefore most humbly requested, that in view of these cir-
cumstances expressed in the explanation paper from Superinten-
dent Böttiger, the enclosed plan of the new cemetery, and relying
upon the favor of the Oversight Committee, that if after inspection
by the Oversight Committee the newly established cemetery must
be abandoned, that the Office be supplied with permission to es-
tablish an appropriate location for a cemetery in the colony of
Gross Liebental.

Junior Member [illegible]
Serving as Secretary [illegible]

Resolved:  The Oversight Committee informs the Odessa Office
that burial of dead bodies in the cemetery newly established in the
colony of Gross Liebental by Superintendent Böttiger is forbidden
until his Excellency the Lord Chief Overseer, who will soon travel
the colonies of the Odessa district, has inspected the situation.
                                          (CEMETERY - continued on page 8)

No.22, of April 14, 1824
Archive No. 1657

FILE
about the newly constructed cemetery in the colony of Gross Liebental, and the prohibition of burials of deceased therein.

1st Department
Begun April 14, 1824 - Concluded November 20, 1824

File Purchased by Dale Lee Wahl 
and shared with the American Historical Society of Germans from Russia Germans from Russia Heritage Society

This translation was provided by Rick Rye at AHSGR
©1998
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(CEMETERY - continued from page 7)

No. 547
April 30, 1824
1st Department
To Instruction No. 1344

To the Odessa Office

In response to the instruction of this Office of 28 March past, re-
garding the situation of the cemetery newly established in the
colony of Gross Liebental by the Superintendent of the Evangeli-
cal Churches Böttiger, the Oversight Committee giving to know,
that on the occasion of the proposed inspection trip of the Odessa
province in the near future by the Lord Chief Overseer of Foreign
Populations [illegible]. it was proposed to his Lordship to inspect
the location of these circumstances and issue instructions to forbid
burial of deceased bodies in this place, and in addition to demand
from the inspector [illegible] of colonies an explanation why he
did not report to the Office [illegible] of the location of the ceme-
tery when the colonists had begun to enclose it with a wall.

No. 546
April 30, 1824
On the subject of the cemetery newly established in the colony of
Gross Liebental.

To Mr. Superintendent of Evangelical Churches 
in the Colonies of South Russia

The Odessa Office of Foreign Populations reported to this
Committee about the construction in the colony of Gross
Liebental, by your permission, of a cemetery for the burial of dead
bodies immediate to the churchyard of the church there,
explaining that this church is located in the midst of the colony.
Therefore the introduction of the new cemetery is offensive  
[remainder of page illegible].

... cannot be nearby and not along main roads.  Therefore
[illegible] for this authorization.

As a result, the Oversight Committee, having informed the Office
that in response to the proposed inspection trip of the colonies of
the Odessa province [illegible] by the Lord Chief Overseer of
Foreign Populations, has proposed that his Excellency inspect the
location of these circumstances and issue instructions to forbid the
burial of dead bodies in this cemetery.  Your Excellency is
informed by this communiqué.

Made July ____, 1824
1st Department

Report to the Oversight Committee 
of Colonists of South Russia

Content:  The Odessa Office of Foreign Settlements in its No.
1344 of this past  March 28 reported to the Oversight Committee
about the instructions of Mr. Superintendent Böttiger regarding
the establishment of a new cemetery in the colony of Gross

Liebental.  This communiqué is in response to the instruction
presented by the Lord Chief Overseer of the Committee to resolve
the matter in place during his inspection tour of the Odessa
colonies this year.

Upon his return, his Excellency declared to the Committee that the
location indicated by Superintendent Böttiger for a cemetery in
the colony of Gross Liebental is no more than 50 paces from the
church, and that he cannot agree to such a close distance as
chosen by Mr. Böttiger.  I have the honor to report this in the
presence of the Oversight Committee.

                                                                     Secretary [illegible]

Resolved:  Instruct the Odessa Office that the abandoned old
cemetery will be reinstated and the newly established one will be
demolished, as reported in place to the Lord Chief Overseer.

                                                                              July 21, 1824
                                                                     [illegible signature]

In response to the determinations made by the Oversight
Committee of Colonists of South Russia, it was proposed to the
Lord Chief Overseer during his inspection of the colonies by the
Odessa Office of Foreign Populations:

1.  No. 4335 of November 16, 1823, proposal for a hospital in the
Odessa colonies.
2. About the cemetery newly established by Superintendent
Böttiger in the colony of Gross Liebental.
3.   About forbidding the colonists to freely sell grape wine in the
colonies.
4.  About the place belonging to the house of Bolshoi Boyalyk
colonist Adrovnova, now Danilenkova, considered as a landed
farm.

Ministry of Internal Affairs
Oversight Committee of Colonists of South Russia
First Department 
August 17, 1824
No. 1003
Kishiniev
Instructions to No. 1344

To the Odessa Office of Foreign Populations

As a result of report no. 1344 of this Office of this past March 28,
regarding the instructions of Mr. Böttiger, Superintendent of
Evangelical Churches, to establish a new cemetery in the colony
of Gross Liebental, the Oversight Committee proposed to the
Lord Chief Overseer of Colonists to resolve the matter in place
during his trip this year to the Odessa colonies.

                                          (CEMETERY - continued on page 9)
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(CEMETERY - continued from page 8)

Upon his return, his Excellency reported to the committee that the
location for the cemetery in Gross Liebental appointed by Super-
intendent Böttiger is no more than 50 paces from the church, and
that because the distance is so close, he cannot agree with Mr.
Böttiger's proposal.  [Next three lines at the end of the page are
illegible.]...

...Oversight Committee instructs the Office to continue to use the
old cemetery for burials and to consider destroying the new one
appointed by Mr. Böttiger [illegible].

Member of the Committee [illegible signature]

No. 1508                Received August 19, 1824
Ministry of Internal Affairs

Odessa Office of Foreign Populations
1st Department

No. 3657
August 9, 1824

Katarzhina

Regarding the cemetery that was newly established in the colony
of Gross Liebental.

To the Oversight Committee 
of foreign Colonies in South Russia

Upon instruction No. 547 of this April 30 from the Oversight
Committee, the Office demanded an explanation from the Inspec-
tor of the Liebental Okrug, Provincial Secretary Levin why he had
not reported about Superintendent of Evangelical Parishes Böttig-
er setting aside a place for a new cemetery in the colony of Gross
Liebental, and why the colonists had prepared to encircle it with a
wall.

In fulfillment of this, Inspector Levin reported that when the
Gross Liebental colonists began to build the new cemetery, the In-
spector had contracted an illness and could not leave his home.
The village department had informed him of the construction and
had not requested permission.  He had already been summoned by
the Lord Senior Member of this Office prior to his inspection trip
through Gross Liebental and the other colonies of the Liebental
district.  He then learned of the construction of the new cemetery.
As a result of the verbal and written instructions from the Lord
Senior Member, the Inspector commanded the district department
to prohibit the colonists from burying dead bodies in that ceme-
tery.  In spite of the prohibitions, deceased were buried there, as
Inspector Levin explained to the Lord Chief Overseer of Colonists
this past May during his Excellency's visit to the Liebental district.

The Senior member of this office informed that the Lord Chief
Overseer of Colonies personally made an inspection of the new
cemetery which had been established near the church in Gross
Liebental without the knowledge of the colonial authorities.  As a
result of his inspection, he decided the following:  because the

place chosen for the cemetery by Superintendent Böttiger is not at
a suitable distance from the church and no more than 55 paces
from the plantation, and is therefore not in correspondence with
the orders established by the State, further burials of the dead are
forbidden there.  Those buried there will be moved to the old
cemetery, on land near the kurgan [ancient burial mound].  Since
the colonists had hurriedly walled the plot and planted trees on the
previous road leading from the colony to the old cemetery, his Ex-
cellency permitted the construction of gates by means of which,
entering the plantation, it will be convenient through this alley on
the left side to carry bodies of the deceased to the point of the kur-
gan opposite the old cemetery.  If they make two other gates, they
will have free passage and access to the appointed location.

The Lord Senior Member of the Office has the honor of reporting
to the Oversight Committee of the compliance of the elders of the
Liebental district colonies.

Junior member [illegible]
Secretary [illegible]

Assistant to the Secretary [illegible]

No. 2208            
Received 20 November 1824
Ministry of Internal Affairs

Odessa Office of Foreign Populations
1st Department

No. 4919
7 November 1824

Colony of Katarzhina

Regarding the destruction of the new 
cemetery in the colony of Gross Liebental

To the Oversight Committee 
of foreign  Colonies of South Russia

In fulfilling instruction No. 1003 of this past August 17 from the
Oversight Committee,  the Office severely enjoined the local au-
thorities of the Liebental colonies that the order personally issued
in the colony of Gross Liebental by the Lord Chief Overseer of
Colonies that the old cemetery be reestablished for burial of the
dead and that the new one established by Superintendent of
Evangelical Parishes Böttiger remain empty, under threat of fine.

In addition to the first report, This Office has the duty to  report to
the Oversight Committee that this and related report No. 3657 of
August 9 have been fulfilled.

Senior Member Von Lau
Secretary [illegible]
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(LETTERS - continued from page 3)

Valerie Renner Ingram
Spokane  WA

[Editor's note:  This was extracted from a message on the BDO
Listserv and is information relative to the Landau Death Records
covered in the last issue of this newsletter.]

Roland (Wagner) told us about the Karlsruhe parish history:

"While perusing the Landau death records, I noticed entries
for Karlsruhe up to November, 1861.  In checking Fr. Kel-
ler's volume, he reports that Karlsruhe was part of the
mother-parish of Landau until December 15, 1861, when
their new pastor arrived.  I would assume that after that date
he recorded all events in their own churchbook, and that ex-
plains why entries for Karlsruhe stop at that pint in the Lan-
dau records."

In checking the Keller book, I've also discovered the reason why
no entries for the village of Speier were found in the Landau
Death Records . . . 

The Landau Church was growing so big, that one priest could no
longer administer to all of Landau, Speier, Karlsruhe, Sulz, and
Katharinental, which began as a single parish.  The Church had
asked the parishioners of the Landau parish if they were willing to
pay the salary of a vicar who would reside in Landau, and the
community could not agree on this.  During the years of 1854-6
there was an outbreak of typhus and other diseases, and the one
priest could not keep ;up with those dying.  Many did not receive
their last rites, nor had a priest there at the burial.

Speier was one of the first villages to ask for a new parish, and in
October of 1857 the village finally got their own priest, establish-
ing the church in Speier.  So, I guess this explains why no Speier
entries were found in the Landau Church Death Register!  They'd
been on their own for 3 years already by 1860!

 
 

LDS Family History Centers 
Announce New Items

Information received over the internet indicates that on April 10,
1998 the LDS Family History Centers announced the availability
coming soon of the following items:

1.  Family History Source Guide on CD - full of research aids and
tools.
2.  Passenger Arrivals at Ellis Island on CD.
3.  Vital Record Index containing 25 million extracted vital re-
cords (5 million from British Isles and 4+ million from North
America).  This will be released (on CD) in phases by geographic
area.
4.  The 1880 census on CD.

�                                         Notes from the Editor . . .

This issue 

We put this issue together a little earlier than we normally would
have done it.  Usually we try to wait until just shortly before mail-
ing time so that the latest information can be included.  However,
this writer is scheduled to go with the Journey to the Homeland
Tour leaving in late May  and not getting back until well into June.
So here we are in early May getting it ready for a June mailing.
We also are looking forward to picking up some interesting in-
formation during our visit to the Black Sea and the Bundestreffen
in Germany.  But that doesn't preclude your sending us letters,
photos, stories, experiences or any other thing that we may include
in future issues.

Our special thanks to Roland Wagner for again giving us a terrific
translated article this time on the travels of Hermann Bachmann
and to Dale Lee Wahl for not only getting the documents out of
Odessa but also arranging their translation and sending them to us
on the Gross Liebental cemetery escapade.  Special thanks go to
Aubrey B. Marthaller for her touching "A Christmas Miracle" and
Val Ingram for forwarding it to us.  Also thanks to the letter writ-
ers for sharing their information with us.  This sharing of informa-
tion, stories and data is what make the newsletter.    

1998 Conventions

With this issue being mailed mid June the AHSGR 1998 conven-
tion will probably be over with by the time you get this.  We hope
everyone had a fun and successful time in Wichita and are begin-
ning their plans to attend the 1999 event.

The GRHS will hold their annual convention at the Raddison Inn
in Bismarck, North Dakota on August 13 - 16, 1998.

Next Issue

The next issue is due out in mid October.  We plan to report on
this summer's happenings including the trip to the Homeland and
the Bundestreffen in Stuttgart hopefully with a lot of good, new,
and exciting information and with a bunch of photos in hand.

Journey to the Homeland Tours

The next Journey to the Homeland Tour will be 25 May to 7 June,
1999 - Odessa, Ukraine and the former Bessarabian and Black Sea
German villages with additional stop in Stuttgart, Germany and a
trip to Alsace, France.

Dates for the year 2000 tour have not been confirmed but will
likely be late May and/or early June.  This tour will include the
Bundestreffen and the Passion Play (Passionsspiele) in Oberam-
mergau in Southern Germany.
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70th Anniversary Reunion
"A Christmas Miracle"

submitted by

Aubrey B. Marthaller

In late 1993 I located the name and address of the only individual in Western Europe who wrote her family
name as do we - with the double "ell", acquired in Russia.

After several attempts to contact her, I finally received a reply dated 10 May 1994.  It was from Anastasia
Schildberger, on behalf of her mother Veronika Marthaller.  Her's was a story too often told by our relatives
from Russia.

Veronika was born 6 January 1918 in Simferopol, Crimea, the third child of Matthias Marthaller and Amalia,
nee Bosch.  Veronika's siblings were:  brothers - Hannes, Leo, and Anton;  and a sister Katharina.  Her mother
died in 1927 and Veronika was sent to live with an aunt on her mother's side.  Sometime after this, Veronika's
father and siblings were deported to Siberia and she never ever heard from nor about them again!

Coincidentally, in June 1994 I located the address and telephone number for Alexander Martaler in the northern
German town of Norden.  In late August he finally responded, telling me about his family in Norden, and also
that his father Anton, Born in Oktoberfeld, Crimea, was expected to emigrate to Germany by year's end.

On 16 December 1994, Anton wrote to me his story in the Cyrillic Russian script [which I do not read].  Rick
Rye in AHSGR, Lincoln did the translation for me and I had the story before the end of January 1995.

Anton told me he was the son of Matthias Matveevich Martaler and Amalia Ivanevna.  "Of our family only we
two remain: brother Leonid Matveevich, born 1922, and  I.  Our father was born in 1890 and was shot during
the repressions  in 1938.  Mother died in June 1927."

It was not until October 1997 that I finally recognized some family similarities.  Indeed, initially there were two
potential candidates to be siblings to Veronika.  Roman (Robert) Martaller of Wetzlar, Germany was also a son
of Matthias.  When I confronted him with my possibility, he assured me his mother was not Amalia Bosch!  His
father was Matthias Iwanovich.

I then wrote to Anton suggesting that, while he didn't tell me the names of the siblings he had lost over the years,
that if, just IF he had had a sister Veronika, I might have located her, alive and well, living in Austria.

Anton's response was immediate.  He and his wife Cecilia drove across Europe to Austria, located and visited
with his newfound sister from the 17th of December until the 8th of January.

Together, they wrote a card of thanks to me on the 7th of January 1998, describing their "Weihnachtswunder",
the best Christmas they had ever enjoyed.

"Yes, Veronika, there is a Santa Claus............!
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This issue begins the third year of publication.  The next is-
sue is scheduled for October 1998 and will be the second is-

sue of the third year of publication.
3rd year dues can be submitted to receive all third year issues.

Subscription rates are:
USA            $3 per year

Canada            $4 per year*
Europe/Other            $6 per year*

(* - All in US funds please!)

Please make checks payable to and forward to

Arletta Baskins
20919 Little Valley Road

Poulsbo  WA  98370

This newsletter is being published for those who have an interest
in the Villages of the Beresan District Odessa South Russia.  The
staff consists of Lead Editor Merv Rennich; Assistant Editors
Leo Gottier, Carol McCormack, Roland Wagner, and Dale Lee
Wahl;  with subscriptions handled by Arletta Baskins.

Many others contribute to each issue but there is always room
for more participation.  If anyone cares to get involved they
should contact Merv Rennich at the return address below or by
e-mail to mrennich@hrn.bradley.edu.

All submitted material should include a statement that gives per-
mission for use in the newsletter.  Pictures are welcome.  We
have a scanner to digitize images and all output is done on a la-
ser printer.  Material will be returned when requested and if pos-
sible return postage or an SASE is greatly appreciated.

An attempt is made to keep the copyright of the items carried in
this newsletter as reusable as possible.  That means you have the
freedom to use this data in your family work, unless we have
noted otherwise.  However, before using any data please ex-
amine the cited sources carefully and attempt to make sure you
don't use anything in a manner that it was not intended to be
used.  Using any of this data for anyone to gain a profit is not the
intent of this newsletter and is prohibited.

Subscription rates are set to recover material costs and mailing
only.  All time and a most other expenses are donated by the edi-
tors and those involved in producing each issue including the use
of computer equipment, printers, and phone lines.

Ideas for articles and improvements to the newsletter are most
welcome.  Please address them to the Lead Editor.              �
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Merv Rennich - Lead Editor
11313 N Route 91
Dunlap IL 61525-9727
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